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CMAlllll .. 11:S CLAl'IK 
CMll:P JUDCII: 
14. i:A$T CAPITOL STl'llEl:T, ROOM ,oa 
JAC:K50N, M1$SISSll"P'I 11101 
March l, 1990 
(VIA FACSIMILE) 
TO MEMBERS OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HABEAS 
CORPUS REVIEW OF CAPITAL SENTENCES 
This fax was just received from Chief Judge Lay, I 
thought you would want to have it in connection with your 





Justice Lewis 7. Powell 
Judqe Williani Terrell Hodqes 
Judge Paul H. Roney 
Judqe Barefoot Sanders 
Professor Albert Pearson 
Mr. Willilllll R. Burchil 
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M•• Karen X, Sie9el 
A4min1•tra~iv• Ott1c• of 
the u.1. Court• 
Waahin;ton, D.C. 20544 
7ebruaey 28, 1990 
Res Powell Committ•• - Hal,••• Corpua Reform Act 
Judicial Conterenc• ot the unltad ltate• 
D•ar Karena 
I have vi• ited with ~ud;e Charl•• Clark, and wa •~• in accord 
•• to how th• Powell Report 11 to b• presented to the Contarenea. 
Aft•r the Powell Report ha• bean moved tor adoption and 
seconded, I will then mov• to adopt tha Powell Raport ~ith certain 
moditication• •• expressed through the t-eeolution, which % now 
enolose. 'l'hia ha• bean amended tro~ th• earlier draft and I would 
hope you ean di• tribute it to all oonter•••• Wa will offer the 
moditio•tion• in five • ub•actian• (A throuqh I) and will ask that 
each 1\12:)aection ~• con• iderad 1eparately with th• idaa in ffiind that 
di• cuaaian •hould be carried on concerning ••ch •ub••otion. A 
• eparate vote would tollov di• ou• sion on ••oh • ub• eotion. 
A• X explained to Judqe Clark,% anticipate that there zay be 
dift•rent ~ote• on different 1UJ:,• •otion1 and aome •oditicat1on• 
night be adopted and oth•r• rejected. 
It there 1• any problem with thi•, pl•••• lat m• know. 
I>PI,/ja 
lncloaura 
COi Judqe Charles Clark 
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RISOLtn'IOK 
IM RZt POWELt, An HOC COMMI~TEI ON HABEAS CORPUS 
INVOLVZMa CAPITAL CASES 
The Judicial conterenc• ot th• united State• endor••• the 
essential objectives of th• Powell couitt• e Ad Hoc Report on 




to eliminate piecueal appeals, 
to provid• an automatic stay in ~apit1l .ca••• 
in ord•~ to obviate auco111ive patitian1 tor 
1tay1 and 
to provide comp•t•nt coun1el on •tat• poat-
oonviotion ca•••• 
Th• JUdicial conteranc• ·•ndor••• th• recol!lm•ndations of th• 
Powell coimnitt•• Report with th• following m0ditioa~ion11 
A. Becau•• many ot th• delays in hal)••• corpua procedure• are 
rcilated to th• taot that the defendant waa not repr•••nted .by 
competent coW'l• el at the trial level (as well a• in the •tat• poat-
eonviction proo••dinq•), •pacific mandatory atandarda • imil•r to 
the•• ••t forth in th• Anti•Drug A);)u•• Aat. of 1981 • hould :ba 
required vi th raapect to the appointment and co1npen•ation ot 
coun••l tor capital defendant• at all • taq•• ot the atate and 
t•deral capital puni•hlnent litigation, 
Upon the tilinq ot a petition tor a writ ot habeae oorpu• ·in 
the teder1l court the court • hould t'irat determine wheth•r the 
• pec:1f io quidel inea tor competent ooun•el ware tollowad in the 
r 
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• tate prooeadinq•. r~ th• court dete,:min•• that co~p•t•nt counsel 
was appointed in th• •tat• procaedinqe6 the aame ooun••l should be 
appointed in the federal court, wherever po•si~le. If th• oourt 
determine• that competent eoW\•el wa• not appoint•d in th• • tat• 
proceeding•, th• tedaral district court. ahould appoint n•w ooun••l 
und•r the ;0varnin9 gUid•lin••• In th• latter ca••, th• federal 
oourt should not rec;uir• diamiaaal of non-axhau• t•d atat• claims, 
or apply any procedural detault rul•• or the rule iovernin; th• 
P~••umption ot correotn••• ot • tat• court findings ot tact, 
r•q~rdinq tho•• proeaedini• at which co~petant counsel wa• not 
pre1ant. 
COHMlftUY 
Th• pr•••nt propo•al ot the Powell Committee provide• etatea 
with th• option to ••t • tandard• of competengy for the appointm• nt 
ot coun•el in • tata poat•conviction ca•••. Thi• p:r:or,oaal has 
aerioua drawbaeka. Providing atat•• th• option.to • et an4 comply 
with the • tandard1 will lead to th• c~•ation ot ditt•rent and 
1noon•1•tent atandard• aaon9 th• 1tate•, and will result in two 
set• ot procedure• in tederal po• t-conviction oases I one for 
petitioner• trom •tat•• that have opted to adopt atandard• arui 
anoth•r tor petitioner• trom • tat•• that have not. 'l'h• re1ult 
would be contuaion and a prolit•r•tian of 11tiqation. Hance, v• 
•2-
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ender•• tha A!A Task roroe ~•cofflmendation ot one mandatory national 
• tandard 9overning co~patent coun••l• 
B. The C0nfar1nc• endor••• the tollowinq recomm•ndation ot 
t.h• ABA Ta•k Forca, except for the language 11\lbatitutad at th• 
oon~luaion of thi1 paragi-aph tor th• phrase "re•ult in a 
miscarriaqe ot juatio••• 
Federal oourt1 • hould not rely on 1tate procedural ~•r 
r,,1le• to preclude QOn• ideration ot the ~•rit• ot a claim 
if the pri• onar •hew• that th• tailura to raise the glaim 
in a atate oourt wa• due to the iitnoranca of the 
priacnar, or the neglect or i1Jnorance of coun•al, or if 
the failure to eon11der such a claim would undermine th• 
court•• contidenea in the jury•• datermination of quilt 
on the otten•e or otten••• for which th• death penalty 
waa impoaed, or 1n th• appropriaten••• ot the ••ntence 
ot death. 
c. The confarenc:• 1upport• the ••••ntial f•aturea ot the All 
Task !'Oro• recoltlmendaticn concernin9 1econd or 1uc.io•••ive petition• 
tor habeaa relief, Th• conterenoe, however, favor• a chan;e in 
that rec:o:mmendation • o that it be olear that th• conference 
aupport1 a f•deral court entert.ain£nq • ••cond or auc::ou• iv• 
p•ti tion . on th• ,rounds •tatad in t.he ASA Ta•Jc Pore• 
recommendation, but, in addition, •t.atinq that any atatutory 
revision would includa a provi•o that auch a 1uco•••iv• or ••cond 
P•titicn be entertained \rihere the taota, if proven, would also 
undermine the court'• confidence in "the appropriaten••• of the 
sent•noe ot death," In ordar to make thi• olear within the context 
ot th• ASA Taak Fora• recommendation, t:he Cont•r•noe • upporta the 
following ~oditied recommendation: 
-3-
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A taderal court •hould entartain a second or •ucces•ive 
petition tor habea• corpu1 reliat it1 the request for 
r•lief 1• ~aaed on a olaim not pr•vicu• ly prea•nted by 
th• pr11oner in the • tat• and tederal court• and th• 
failure to raise the claim 11 the reeult ot stat• agtion 
in violation ot the Con1titution or law• of th• United 
state• , ~he result of sup~•=• court r•coqnition ot a new 
federal riqht that 1• retro.ctiv•lY applicable, or based 
on a taotua1 predioat• that coul4 not hav• been 
di•cov•r•d t.hrouqh the axerci•• ot rea•onabl• diliqence1 
or th• tact• undarlyinq th• claim would b• •utticient, 
it proven, to Uhdermine the court'• confidence in the 
jury'• determination of CJUilt on the ottan• e or often••• 
tor whioh th• death panalty wa• imposed, or 1n th• 
appropriaten••• ot the aent•no• or death. 
D. 'l'he f•d•r•l statute ot limitation•, Which ahould be one 
year, •hculd. commence upon the ccnclu•ion ot all direct •tate 
appeal• and •t•t• post-conviotion proc••dinge, and attar the date 
ot judqin•nt on petition• tor certiorari tim•ly filed atter th• 
tinal •tat• cou~t deoision on po• t-conviotion relief, 
1. T~• Judicial conter•noe ado~t• the followinq 
recommendation of th• ABA Taak rorcaa 
The atandard. for datermininq whether ohanqe• in tederal 
oon•titutional law ahould apply retroactively •hould b• 
wh•th•~ failure to apply the new law would undermine th• 
court•• confidence in the jury•• determination ot quilt 
on the off•n•• or ottan••• tor which the death penalty 
waa imposed., or in the appropriateness of th• ••nt,nce 
ot death. 










Patricia M, Walcl 
Jam•• i.. Oakes 
A, t.aon Kiqginbotham, 
Sam 3. !.?'Vin, %II 
Donald P. Lay 
A1~r•d T. Goodwin 
William J. Holloway, 





March 1, 1990 
Ad Hoc Committee on Habeas Corpus 
Dear Chief: 
I will deliver with this letter a facsimile copy of 
a "supplementary comment" prepared by Judges Clark and 
Roney. Copies of it have gone to the members of our Commit-
tee, and I believe that Judges Hodges and Sanders have ex-
pressed their approval. 
I think it would be helpful to have Judge Clark 
present this supplementary comment on behalf of the Commit-
tee. The Judicial Conference heard me at the September ses-
sion. 
Also I have just received Judge Lay's letter, and 
his proposed resolution on habeas corpus. I send you 
copies. 
The Chief Justice 
lfp/ ss 
cc: Hon. Charles Clark 
Hon. Paul H. Roney 
Sincerely, 
Hon. William Terrell Hodges 
Hon. Barefoot Sanders 
Professor Albert M. Pearson 
William R. Burchill, Jr., Esquire 
B 84905271 C J CHA~ CLAP! 02 2E: ' 9C 15 : 43 - " 
SUPPLEMENTARY COMMENT BY THR AD HOC COMKITrBE ON 
FEDERAL HABEAS CORPUS IN CAPITAL CASES--
THE POWELL COMMITTEE REPORT 
0133 
Since our report in September 1989, a number of 
comments, reports, suggestions, and recommendations have 
been circulated. Senator Biden has introduced a bill 
addressing the subject, and the American Bar Association 
Task Force on Death Penalty Habeas Corpus has published its 
final report and dissents. Recently, Chief Judge Lay and 
seven other members of the Judicial Conference have 
circulated a resolution proposing specific modifications of 
the Powell Committee report. 
The members of the Powell Committee have reviewed the 
committee report in light of these developments. We 
conclude that the Conference should adopt the report without 
any modifications. 
conclusion. 
The following comments support this 
The overwhelming consensus of those who have studied 
the present eituation advocates changes that would address 
fundamental faults in the present procedures. The general 
criticism is that litigation takes too long and is 
repetitious. Perceptions differ, so do the theory and 
structure of proposed solutions. 
The Powell Committee report does not purport to cure 
all of the faults in all of the systems involved. Rather, 
it recommends legislation designed to achieve a balanced 
- -
compromise which would commit federal courts to a single but 
comprehensive and orderly district and appellate habeas 
corpus proceeding designed to assure fairness to the etate 
and the defendant in exchange for competent, state-funded 
counsel for petitioners in state collateral procedure. This 
exchange is the heart of the committee proposal. It recog-
nizes that if a state is willing to furnish a petitioner 
competent counsel for state court poet-conviction proceed-
ings, those proceedings can provide really meaningful 
collateral review--a process now left almost entirely to 
federal ha.beas corpus. The committee recommendation 
provides an automatic stay of execution until all state 
collateral and federal habeas corpus proceedings are 
completed. A time limitation would replace the present use 
of writs of execution to keep litigation moving in the 
courts. The ti.me limit would cut in half the average of one 
year now lost when no collateral proceedings are before any 
court. 
Habeas corpus reforms are frequently proposed, but 
seldom enacted. Unless proposed legislation balances the 
interests of the state and the defendant, it will have 
little or no chance of enactment. Our design proposes an 
opt-in compromise. States must voluntarily .unplement and 
fund a program providing competent counsel and litigation 
costs which is not constitutionally compelled. The 
"> 
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proposals advanced by others would mandate counsel 
standards, take away present procedural rights, and overrule 
existing Supreme Court precedent. Imposing these burdens 
will probably nullify any hope of enactment and, if enacted, 
such legislation would surely attract no state cooperation. 
In either event, present faults would continue to plague the 
process. 
The most significant areas of difference between our 
committee report and other proposals are: 
Counsel Standards. The Powell Committee recommendation 
provides that states which opt in would have to set stand-
ards under a court or legislative plan which must result in 
the appointment of competent counsel. The Biden Bill and 
Judge Lay's group would mandate states follow the Anti-Drug 
Abuse Standards; the ABA Task Force adopts the much more 
complex ABA Guidelines for appointment and qualification of 
counsel. Both the ABA Task Force and Judge Lay's group 
require the mandatory standards for trial, direct appeal, 
and collateral proceedings. 
Comment: The Powell Committee approach 
leaves counsel standards to individual states but 
keeps the .ultimate question of competency in the 
hands of the federal courts. If the procedures a 
state adopts for appointing counsel are not valid, 
the guidelines and time limits do not take effect. 
Rather than saddle the defendant with counsel who 
would meet some pre-£ ixed requirement but might 
not be competent otherwise, the Committee 
recommends this be left to community standards and 
judicial development. Legislation has not been 
necessary to implement the constitutional 
- -
definition of "effective assistance of counsel," 
and it would be counterproductive here. Times 
change more often than statutes, and a defendant 
is entitled to counsel that meets current notions 
of competency. Experience has Bhown that capital 
defendants often receive excellent representation 
by counsel who might not fit the ABA or proposed 
drug statute standards. 
We note that Judge Lay's group abandons the 
Powell Committee's "opt-in" approach, in which 
states gain in finality in return for providing 
counsel. Instead, these proposals make state 
habeas counsel mandatory in all cases under 
penalty of removing procedural default and 
exhaustion rules and eliminating the presumption 
of correctness of state court factfinding. These 
proposals would create a new right of "effective 
assistance " in state collateral proceedings to be 
litigated case-by-case. This would result in 
increased litigation. 
Down Ti.me. The Powell Committee requires that a 
federal petition be filed within 180 days .of appointment of 
counsel, but this period is tolled whenever the case is in 
state court, and may be supplemented by 60 days for good 
cause. The ABA and Biden proposals would allow counsel to 
stay out of court 365 days plus 90 days. Judge Lay's group 
recommends not only doubling the ti.me, but also not starting 
to measure it until after all state collateral proceedings 
are complete. When this recommendation is coupled with the 
automatic stay of execution, a defendant's counsel could 
stay out of court indefinitely. 
Comment: Case etudies show that allowing 
counsel to stay out of court for one year would 
not shorten present delays. In practice, 
petitions are sometimes required to be filed in a 
matter of days, or weeks, when an execution date 
has been set. One hundred eighty days is ample. 
That is the time approved by the Judicial 
4 
- -
Conference in 1974. Experience proves the wisdom 
of that decision. The same counsel eerves the 
defendant in both state collateral and federal 
habeas. No re-education or study is needed. 
Since the proposal contemplates full litigation of 
all issues in etate court, the move by the same 
counsel from etate to federal court • hould not 
involve any major problem in investigation, 
preparation and drafting. Once the petition is 
filed in federal court, the limitation ends. 
Retroactivity. The Ad Hoc Comrni t tee Report doee not 
alter present law with respect to the retroactivity of new 
rules of criminal law. The Biden Bill, the ABA Task Force, 
and Judge Lay's group propose overruling Supreme Court 
precedent to make retroactivity rules more favorable to 
petitioners. 
Comment. Under the recent Supreme Court 
decision in Teague v. Lane, a new rule of criminal 
procedure will not be applied retroactively on 
federal habeas unless the new rule places an 
entire category of conduct of defendants beyond 
the reach of the law, or the new rule is "implicit 
in ordered liberty." This current retroactivity 
law reflects that federal habeas corpus should 
serve as a vehicle to correct errors in state 
judgments. The Powell Committee is of the view 
that retroactivity should not create a forum to 
argue for new rules of law, which would then be 
applied to overturn state court judgments that 
were correct at the time they were decided. The 
Supreme Court stated in Teague z "Application of 
constitutional rules not in existence at the time 
a conviction became final seriously undermines the 
principle of finality which is essential to the 
operation of our criminal justice system. 11 
Retroactivity is an area that has been 
traditionally handled by the courts, not by 
legislation. The proposed statutory changes in 
retroactivity under the Biden, ABA, and Lay 
proposals will worsen the present situation with 
respect to finality and federal state relations in 




Procedural Default. The Ad Hoc Committee Report does 
not propose any alteration of the present law with respect 
to procedural default, The Biden, ABA, and Lay proposals, 
however, propose dramatic alteration of this entire area of 
the law. 
Comment. The Biden, ABA, and Lay proposals 
would, under various formulations, require that 
federal courts ignore state procedural default 
rules any time the failure to raise a claim was 
due to "ignorance or neglect" of the prisoner or 
counsel. These proposals would overrule by 
legislation Wainwright v. Sykes and cases that 
follow it. State procedural default rules serve 
the valid purpose of requiring objections to be 
raised at trial, when corrective measures can be 
taken, not years later in a federal habeas 
petition, The change advocated by the Biden, ABA, 
and Lay proposals would , promote, not lessen, 
piecemeal litigation. Addition of this provision 
to any reform package would make its passage less 
likely and eliminate any incentive for the states 
to support it, 
Successive Habeas Corpus Petitions. The Powell 
Committee would permit successive federal litigation only 
(1) as a result of state action in violation of the 
Constitution, or (2) when the Supreme Court has announced a 
new retroactive right, or (3} when new facts are alleged 
which could not have been discovered earlier; and the 
allegations would undermine the court's confidence in the 
jury's determination of guilt of the capital offense. The 
Biden Bill and ABA Task Force would, in addition, permit a 
successive petition on any new legal predicate by allowing 
successive petitions "if necessary to prevent a miscarriage 
~ 
iii C:•-4 :"L•- '~ ( J. I._ ~ I 1 r,._ '- l.... r1l ,1, 
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of justice. " Judge Lay's group would allow successive 
petitions on all of these aame grounds plus allowing 
petitioner to attack the appropriateness of the •entence, 
Comments In effect, the Powell Conunittee 
proposal would limit the "miscarriage o f justice" 
concept to preventing a state from executing a 
defendant who could show facts which would 
undermine the court's confidence in the jury's 
determination of guilt of the capital offense. 
The general "miscarriage of justice" standard 
finds its definition so largely in the eye of the 
beholder rather than in accepted legal principles 
as to forfeit the measure of federal finality the 
committee's proposed compromise needs, To broaden 
this exception to finality with the Lay group's 
words "to undermine the court' s confidence . . . 
in the appropriateness of the sentence of death" 
would open the door even wider to repetitious 
litigation. These appear to be new words in the 
federal law of habeas corpus. The committee is 
unaware of any decision which permits a federal 
court to grant constitutional relief from a state 
death sentence on the ground that the court does 
not have confidence that the sentence is 
"appropriate." The recommendation does not 
reflect whether the federal court would apply a 
state or federal standard of "inappropriateness," 
but the inference ie that a federal standard would 
be ueed. 
A review of every one of the 677 federal 
habeas corpus cases decided since 1967 that 
involved the death penalty reveals only 5 cases 
which on a successive petition resulted in relief 
as to the sentence. None involved Brady material. 
All 5 concerned matters of record which could and 
should have been raised in prior proceedings, In 
the hypothetical instance where a constitutional 
claim affecting the sentences wasn't discovered 
until fully counseled et ate and federal 
proceedings had been exhausted, it can still be 
presented in state court. 
The Powell Committee proposal is neither for nor 
against the death penalty. Its sole aim ie to improve the 
- -
process of federal habeas corpus by proposing a legislative 
compromise that has a realistic chance of being adopted and 
implemented. We continue to believe that the Powell 
Committee report in its present form holds the best promise 
to eliminate the faults that now hamper the righte of all. 
8 
- -
lfp/ss 02/28/90 MIKEMS SALLY-POW o?L 
u.va. Teaching 
MEMO TO MIKE: 
This is a checklist of things you will do to help 
me prepare to teach. I list them below in no particular 
order. 
CL-, 




2. Capital cases involving minor 
/\ 





a memo, with a brief summary paragraph, on all capital cases 
decided since Mccleskey. 
) '-fo--~~~ A._~~~~~~~~~-L---/ 
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March 5, 1990 
2-41$ l;A$T CAPITOL 5TREli:T , ROOM J02 
JACKt;ON, MIS91SSIPPI s,ao, 
(VIA FACSIMILE) 
Ms. Karen Siegel 
Administrative Office of the 
U. s. Court 
Washington, DC 20544 
Dear Karen, 
I enclose the supplementary comments of the former 
Powell Conunittee members regarding developments that have 
occurred since the committee's report was submitted to the 
Conference. Please distrlbute these comments to the members 






ccs Justice Lewis F, Powell 
Judge William Terrell Hodges 
Judge Paul H. Roney 
Judge Barefoot sanders 
Professor Albert M. Pearson 
William R. Burchill, Jr., Esq. 
(w/o attachment) 





UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FIF't'H CIRCUIT 
March 5, 1990 
ll"'B 11:AST CA,.ITOL !ITIU'.l!:T, l'tOOM 302 
JACKlJQN , Ml"lHS!ll,.,.I 19201 
VIA FACSIMILE 
The Hon. William H. Rehnquist 
Chief Justice of the United States 
Supreme Court 
Washington, DC 20543 
Dear Chief: 
I enclose a copy of the supplementary comment of the 
former Ad Hoc Committee on Federal Habeas Corpus in Capital 
Cases, which is being distributed to the members of the 
Conference today. 
Enclosure 
cc: Justice Lewis F, Powell 
Judge William Terrell Hodges 
Judge Paul H. Roney 
Judge Barefoot Sanders 
Sincerely, 
~ 
1eo1> aes -ot11 
-
2 1 MAR 1990 




ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE 
L RALPH MECHAM 
DIREClDR 
UNITED STATES COURTS 
JAMES E. MACKLIN, JR. 
DEPUTY DIREClDR 
WASHINGlDN, D.C. 20544 
Honorable Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 
Retired Associate Justice 
Supreme Court of the United States 
Washington, D. C. 20543 
Dear Justice Powell: 
March 16, 1990 
a~ l-lo--c ::/J-(_ 
-----------
Thank you for your characteristically gracious note of March 14th concerning the 
dinner and reception honoring the Campbells and Godbolds. It was wonderful to have 
you and Mrs. Powell there and I am pleased that you both felt that it was a good 
occasion. Certainly the honored guests deserved the recognition which they received. 
It is particularly encouraging to know that you and your colleagues feel that we 
are running things reasonably well here at the Administrative Office. As you know we 
are called upon to implement policies established by the Judicial Conference and the 
Congress which are not always popular which frequently puts us in the middle. 
One of the things that I have learned during my nearly five years as Director is 
the exceptionally high regard and esteem in which you are held universally by federal 
judges and others in the court family. I noticed, of course, your willingness to take on 
what in many ways was a thankless job to chair the Capital Habeas Corpus Ad Hoc 
Committee assignment at the request of the Chief Justice. I know it was not easy and 
I am afraid it was not pleasant but you, as usual, heeded the call to duty when it 
would have been very easy to say no. 
With best wishes for your good health and well being. 
A TRADITION OF SERVICE TO THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY 
- -
March 19, 1990 
Ad Hoc Committee on Federal Habeas 
Dear Colleagues and Friends: 
Two rather unwelcome changes 
ommendation, both by a vote of 14-12. 
came to my Chambers and reported both 
the results. 
were made in our rec-
Charles thoughtfully 
about the debate and 
The Chief Justice was disappointed but thought that 
at least in the long term the work of our Committee will be 
positive. He mentioned that two members of the Conference 
who voted for the amendments were from the District of Co-
lumbia, which does not have either capital punishment or a 
dual system of state and federal habeas corpus. The Chief 
also said that Charles and Barefoot "fought the good fight." 
From my viewpoint I am happy to have served on the 
Committee. We met formally six times, and conferred infor-
mally with each other many times. I will always count each 
of you as friends. I include Al Pearson and Bill Burchill, 
who provided the necessary staff work with great skill and 
devotion. 



















Under the committee proposal, the prisoner would be required to exhaust state 
administrative remedies as long as a federal court decided that the remedies provided 
by the state were both "fair and effective" without resort to any minimum standards. 
From a legal and pragmatic perspective, the failure of a state administrative remedy to 
contain any one of the minimal standards delineated in 42 U.S.C. § 1997e would ap-
pear to be fatal to a judicial finding that the remedy in question is/(air and effective," 
when the administrative litigation must occur with context and confines of an adult cor-
rectional facility. The absence of any one of the present statutory minimum standards or 
its substantial equivalent would undoubtedly deprive the state prisoner of an 
"opportunity to fully and fairly litigate" his claim in the state's administrative process. 
In the event that any change in 42 U.S.C. § 1997e is warranted, the committee 
should· recommend only that, where the state administrative remedy is not "in substan-
tial compliance• with the minimum standards of 42 U.S.C. § 1997e (b), there will be a 
rebuttable presumption that the administrative remedy is not "plain, speedy, and effec-
tive.• To overcome this presumption, the state will be allowed to persuade either a 
federal court or the Attorney General that its remedy contains alternate procedures 
which accomplish the same objectives as those addressed by the minimum standards 
and is, in fact, a "plain, speedy, and effective" administrative remedy which the prisoner 
must exhaust prior to federal resolution of the Section 1983 claim. 
Dissenting Statement of Congressman Kastenmeier 
,, 
/\ 
I support the committee's recommendation that the states be encouraged to de-
velop meaningful plans providing administrative remedies that would satisfactorily re-
solve prisoner grievances and thereby diminish the need for such prisoners to have 
their grievances litigated -in the federal courts. I am unconvinced, however, that defi-
ciencies in the the Civil Rights for Institutionalized Persons Act (CRIPA) are responsible 
for the relative absence of state plans now in place. Arguably, CRIPA has never been 
properly implemented by the United States Department of Justice. In my home state of 
Wisconsin, for example, a plan was developed but never implemented, solely because 
the United States Department of Justice never acted on Wisconsin's proposed plan. It 
may be that Congress needs to reassess the Act in light of the _S;:ommittee's criticisms, 
but I do not believe that the solution necessarily lies in Congress relinquishing to the 




D. State PrisonerHabeas Corpus Petitions in Federal~ ourts 
() 
22 
Habeas corpus petitions, particularly those ' from state prisoners, consti-
tute a substantial portion of the federal courts' caseload. The wri~ 
means by which state prisoners challenge their state convictions on 
federal constitutional grounds. This matter is therefore of central con-
cern to the nation and to its federal courts. Simultaneously with this 
report, Congress is considering several wide-range recommendations 
for revising habeas corpus procedures in death penalty cases. There are 
Draft Report of the Federal Courls Stud.J Cmnmiltu-Oiapter 2 
rr 
E)f h~b C(Jyf 
~ 
• -~ 
/Ir~ LAA -!-v ·l,Vl--?t> )> 
i 11-, If prnposals relative to non-death cam in variou, ,tage, of development. 
(Y- Given the research and activity already in progress, we have decided 
to make no recommendations on habeas corpus law or procedure. We 
are bound to note, however, that the 5,7 habeas corpus petitions filed 
~in 1945 grew/~ & / 1~~ increase o~,:9~c~tg OD 
E. The Chief Juatice and the Chair of the Conference of Chief Justices 
Should Create a National State-Federal Judicial Council 
The committee endorses the suggestion of the chairman of the Con-
ference of Chief Justices for the creation of a national state-federal 
council, composed of an equal number of state and federal judges, to 
study and submit recommendations to ease friction and promote coop-
erative action between the two court systems. Areas in which it might 
offer recommendations are readily apparent. We have recommended 
that such a council work with the State Justice Institute to encourage ef-
fr1SOVI ,..-
fective state _,orreetioAal adminisb alive grievance procedures. The 
council might explore possibilities for alternate, innovative procedures 
for habeas corpus cases and make recommendations to the courts, 
Congress and state legislatures for implementation. Problems of trial 
scheduling often create friction. Attorney discipline in state and fed-
eral courts is often uncoordinated. These are but a few of the areas in 
which the proposed council might offer recommendations in the in-
terests of healthy judicial federalism. Implementation of such projects 
might be of interest to the State Justice Institute in keeping with the 
congressional intention in establishing the Institute. 
1wi¼ 
In Part II, see also ~ Ch.2, § C, on developing(the State Justice Institute J 
more effective PLls.li8E ~n~PPU/ TI IE MST MS. UNCLEAR .. 
r 1S01A aiM<f>u.t m ec.£i(1,Vl,tSWI <;., 




D. State Prisoner Habeas Corpus Petition in Federal Courts 
Separate Statement and Dissent by J. Vincent April (3/6/90) 
I regret that the Committee has elected to retreat from its 
initial public position on state prisoners' federal habeas corpus 
petitions . I remain unconvinced that the present proposals before 
Congress for revising habeas corpus procedures in death penalty 
cases should in any way limits this Committee's need to address the 
oft raised contention that the federal courts are subjected to 
unnecessary and overwhelming numbers of successive habeas corpus 
petitions and evidentiary hearings in non-death penalty cases 
brought by state prisoners. The information brought before this 
Committee in my opinion did not support wither that contention or 
the need to impose new limitations on either successive petitions or 
evidentiary hearings in these actions. Indeed the primary 
assumption of the Powell Committee report is that the present 
federal habeas corpus procedures employed to adjudicate 
constitutional claims of state prisoners is inherently sound even m 
death penalty cases and will continue to remain a viable option in 
states which do not opt into the alternate "fast track" procedure. 
In reality the federal courts have little difficulty under existing 
law disposing of improper successor petitions and little need in most 
cases to conduct evidentiary hearings except where state courts have 
either denied the petitioner a necessary hearing or have provided a 
deficient hearing under federal law. 
- -
I continue to support two of the original three tentative 
recommendations of this Committee which addressed federal habeas 
corpus petitions by state prisoners. The Committee should 
recommend in accordance with our tentative recommendations that: 
1. Congress should make no change ~egarding 
the standards for hearing state prisoners' 
successive habeas corpus petitions under 28 U.S.C. § 
2244. 
2. Congress should make no change in the law 
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TO MEMBERS OF THE 
IN CAPITAL CASES 
Dear Judges: 
·i~ ON HABEAS CORPUS 
I enclose an extract from the final draft of the Federal 
Courts Study Committee report. It proposes: 
(1) Make no change regarding successive writs. 
Retain Sanders limits on res judicata effect of 
prior writ adjudications. 
(2) "Codify and clarify" Teague/Penry rules on 
retroactivity. 
(a) Add "clearly foreshadowed" to Justice 
Harlan's two-part test. 
(b) Add an exception for Brady-type material. 
I had understood the comments on habeas corpus in the 





Justice Lewis F. Powell 
Judge William Terrell Hodges 
Judge Paul H. Roney 
~ . 
Judge Barefoot Sanders 
Professor Albert M. Pearson 








1 review of the disposition of grievances ... by a person or entity not under the 
2 direct supervisions or direct control of the institution" (emphases added}. 
3 
4 Under the committee proposal, the prisoner would be required to 
5 exhaust state administrative remedies as long as a federal court decided that 
6 the remedies provided by the state were both "fair and effective" without 
7 resort to any minimum standards. From a legal and pragmatic perspective, 
8 the failure of a state administrative remedy to contain any one of the minimal 
9 standards delineated in 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1997e would appear to be fatal to a 
1 0 judicial finding that the remedy in question is fair and effective," when the 
1 1 administrative litigation must occur with context and confines of an adult 
1 2 correctional facility. The absence of any one of the present statutory 
1 3 minimum standards or its substantial equivalent would undoubtedly deprive 
1 4 the state prisoner of an "opportunity to fully and fairly litigate" his claim in 
1 5 the state's administrative process. 
1 6 
1 7 In the event that any change in 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1997e is warranted, the 
1 8 committee should recommend only that, where the state administrative 
1 9 remedy is not "in substantial compliance" with the minimum standards of 42 
2 0 U.S.C. Sec. 1997e (b), there will be a rebuttable presumption that the 
2 1 administrative remedy is not "plain, speedy, and effective." To overcome this 
2 2 presumption, the state will be allowed to persuade either a federal court or the 
2 3 Attorney General that its remedy contains alternate procedures which 
2 4 accomplish the same objectives as those addressed by the minimum standards 
2 5 and is, in fact, a "plain, speedy, and effective" administrative remedy which 
2 6 the prisoner must exhaust prior to federal resolution of the Section 1983 claim. 
2 7 D. State Prisoner Habeas Corpus Petitions in Federal Courts 
2 s I 54-59 · I 
2 9 Habeas corpus petitions, particularly those from state prisoners, 
3 0 . constitute a substantial portion of the federal courts' caseload. The 537 habeas 
3 1 corpus petitions filed in 1945 grew to 9,867 in 1988 - an increase of 1,840 
3 2 percent. The Committee, however, does not propose any major changes in 
3 3 the law or procedure of h.ibeas corpus, in part because Congress is currently 
3 4 considering the recommendations of the Judicial Conference's Ad Hoc 
3 5 Committee on Habeas Corpus Review of Capital Sentences and the American 



































OF DELEGATES WILL CONSIDER THE REPORT FEB. 12-13.) Congress's resporise to those 
recommendations may have an effect beyond death penalty cases. 
DOES THE COMMlmE W~T TO HIGHLIGHT ~y THINGS FOR CONGRESS TO CONSIDER--e.g., 
ELIMINATING TIME-CONSUMING PROCEDURAL HURDLES, REQUIRING RIGHT TO COUNSa IN NON-DEATH 
PENALTY CASES? 
While eschewing major proposals, the Committee has three 
recommendations of a less sweeping nature: 
1. Congress should make no chan e re arding the standards for hearing 
sta.te prisoners' successive habeas corpus petitions under 28 U.S.C. § 2244. 
L _____..._....._ 
Sanders v. United States (1963) established the present rules governing 
the hearing of successive petitions. Under Sanders, federal courts ~ay give 
cEntrolling weight to the denial of a prior habeas corpus application only if (1) 
the same ground was presented and decided adversely to the petitioner, (2) 
the prior decision was on the merits, and (3) reaching the merits of the 
subsequent application would not serve "the ends of justice." When grounds 
could have been but were not raised in an earlier petition, the court must 
reach the merits unless the petitioner has deliberately abused the writ or 
motion remedy. These rules have been controversial from their inception. 
Legislative efforts to overrule Sanders failed in 1966. Instead Congress 
codified Sanders's holding in 28 U.S.C. § 2244. A later effort to overrule 
. 
Sanders by rule was similarly unsuccessful, and the Court has -rejected 
suggestions to change the decisional law. 
The Committee believes that no change is needed. Efforts to change --- ~_____..-..... 
the rules reflect an unfounded concern that they have created a flood of 
successive petitions that needlessly undermine state interests in the finality 




















it does not appear that the federal courts have great difficulty disposing of - ----=---=--------------- ty........._.....,__ ___ .____~------n. ~
them. They usually dispose of uccessive petitions summarily and without 
~ 
reported opinion, apparently applying the rules as if they incorporated a res 
judicata principle. Courts thus turn aside successive unmeritorious petitions 
routinely without significant expenditure of judicial effort. At the same time, 
the broad formulation in terms of "abuse of the writ" and "the ends of 
hz:> i; I< P- L-
justice" provides judges with sufficient flexibility to reach the merits in those 
"' cases that do appear to warrant further examination. Finally, the Supreme 
Court last year eliminated the main gr_9unds for these successive petitions -
changes in law that give rise to new claims or strengthen or revive old ones 
(Teague i,. Lane and Penry v. Lynaugh). In §3, below, we propose that 
"? 
Congress codify and clarify these decisions. 
l 3 2. Congress should make no change in the law respecting fact-finding 
l 4 procedures in habeas corpus cases. 
l 5 The Committee also examined proposals to restrict further district 
l 6 courts' authority to hold evidentiary hearings in habeas cases. Townsend v. 
l 7 Sain (1963) established when courts must hold evidentiary hearings to make 
l 8 independent fact findings in habeas corpus cases. In 1966, Congress amended 
l 9 28 U.S.C. § 2254 to establish new guidelines for when state court findings 
2 0 should be presumed correct. Opponents of the current law believe that 
2 1 federal courts are wasting valuable time holding hearings to find facts that 
2 2 the state courts have already found. They have proposed restricting federal 
2 3 evidentiary hearings to those few cases in which the state court hearing was 
2 4 not "full and fair," or abolishing federal fact-finding altogether and making 








1 Such changes are unnecessary because, as a factual matter, federal 
2 courts hold evidentiary hearings in very few habeas corpus cases. In both 
3 1987 and 1988, only 1.1 percent of the petitions filed were terminated after a 
4 trial. Habeas corpus cases are less likely than other civil cases to go to trial 
5 because most judges grant a hearing only if tne state court proceedings were 
6 not full and fair. The data suggest that this is a direct result of the 1966 
7 amendments. Accordingly, we see little need for congressional intervention. 


















decisions involving the retroactive use of new federal law in habeas corpus 
petitions. 
Retroactivity has been particularly sensitive in habeas corpus: If the 
state provided procedures that protected a defendant's constitutional rights as 
then understood, but a federal court later decides that the Constitution 
requires new or different procedures, should the state be required to release 
the prisoner and hold a second trial that complies with the new law? 
In 1989, the Supreme Court dramatically changed the law, holding that (/ 
pris~ners ma not seek habeas~ ief based on changes in law(J 
occurring after their convictions. (Teague v. Lane and Penry v. Lynaugh). ------ -:, -More specifically, the court held that: 
• 
• 
"new cons ti tu tional rules of criminal procedure will not be 
applicable to those cases which have become final before the 
new rules are announced." 
a rule is "new" if it was not "dictated by prior precedent" - even 
if the rule was already followed in every state. (A "new rule," 














Supreme Court at the time the petitioner's conviction becomes 
final.) 
retroactivity is a threshold inquiry that the court must address 
before it considers the merits; 
there are two exceptions to the g~eral prohibition: a petitioner 
may base a claim on "new law" if the claim is (1) that certain 
7 conduct or a certain kind of punishment is beyond the authority 
8 of the criminal law to proscribe, or (2) that the absence of a 
9 particular procedure substantially diminishes the likelihood of 
1 0 an accurate verdict. 
. 
1 1 The Committee recommends that Congress codify these decisions but 
1 2 clarify certain ambiguities in the law they made, and add a third exception to 
1 3 the two recognized by the Court. Congress successfully codified several then-
1 4 recent Supreme Court habeas decisions in 1966; congressional action will be 
1 5 equally helpful now. 
1 6 Specifically, the Committee recommends that Congress: 
1 7 a. authorize federal courts to hear a habeas corpus petition only if it presents a 
1 8 claim that was either controlled or "clearly foreshadowed" by existing 
1 9 Supreme Court precedent. 
2 0 Teague and Penry rest on the premise that the interests of the prisoner 
2 1 are at their weakest, and those of the state at their strongest, when the state 
2 2 courts correctly applied law that was good at the time, even if it is good no 
2 3 longer. The state courts did all that could fairly be asked of them by properly 
2 4 applying the law as it stood during the trial and appeal. According to this 









1 federal habeas proceeding will deter state courts from ignoring federal 
2 constitutional rights; to expect otherwise is to assume that the threat of a 
3 habeas proceeding will prompt courts to foresee a change in the law. 
4 It may be sensible in principle to limit habeas corpus to claims that the 
5 state courts had incorrectly applied existing law. But it is not easy in practice 
6 to distinguish between "misreading existing law" and "making new law." 
7 The Committee believes the "clearly foreshadowed" standard will encour~ge 
8 state courts to attend to case law developments as part of their duty to 
9 interpret the Constitution faithfully. On the other hand, it will not penalize 
1 0 them in habeas proceedings for failing to be prescient. We are confident that 
11 the courts will be able to administer this standard, even though its precise 















b. leave to the court's discretion whether to address the merits of the claim, 
depending on whether they can be separated from the retroadivity question. 
It will often be difficult to separate the retroactivity issue from the merits. In 
addition, the issues in habeas petitions are often not clearly formulated 
because the pleadings are usually prepared by the inmate. Issues that have 
been formulated clearly by the time the case reaches the Supreme Court are 
seldom so in the lower courts. 
c. in addition to the two exceptions announced by the Court, also exce_p__t from 
',f • 
the general prohibition the kind of claim that is not feasible to raise in an 
ap~efl from the judgment under which the applicant is in custody. Some 
claims are unlikely to be raised on direct appeal, for example, claims of 
ineffective assistance of counsel and claims that turn on facts that are 
























withheld evidence before trial. After Teague and Penry, however, such 
claims can no longer be raised in habtJJS corpus proceedings if they argue for a 
change in the law. An exception to the rule of retroactivity is thus needed ? 
here for the same reason the Supreme Court has recognized an exception to 
the mootness doctrine for claims that are "capable of repetition yet evading 
review." 
REFERENCES: 
Penry u. Lynaugh, 109 S. Ct. 2934 (1989) 
Sanders u. U.S., 373 U.S. 1 (1963) 
Teague u. Lane, 109 S. Ct. 1060 (1989) 
Townsend v. Sain, 372 U.S. 293 (1963) 
In Part n, see also: 
For further analysis, see Part III at 













should create a National State-Federal Judicial Council. 
136-137 
The Committee endorses the suggestion of the Chair of the Conference 
of Chief Justices for the creation of a national State-Federal Council, composed 
of an equal number of state and federal judges, to study and submit 
recommendations to ease friction and promote cooperative action between 
the two court systems. Areas in which it might offer recommendations are 
readily apparent. Our proposals above, for example, hardly exhausted the 
problems created by complex litigation that presents claims concurrently in 
several federal and state courts. Problems of trial scheduling often create 
friction. Attorney discipline in state and federal courts is often uncoordinated. 
These are but a few of the areas in which the proposed council might offer 
~ 
- -Federal Courts Study Committee 
Judge Joseph F. Weis, Jr. 
Chairman 
William K. Slate, n 
Director 
Steven G. Gallagher 
Counsel 
22716 United States Courthouse 
Independence Mall West 
601 Market Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-1722 
Telephone: 215-597-3320 
Facsimile: 215-597-3350 
April 2, 1990 
The Honorable Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 
Retired Associate Justice 
Supreme Court of the United States 
Supreme Court Building 
Washington, D.C. 20543 
Dear Justice Powell: 
J-_ 
J. Vincent Aprile , II 
Judge Jose A. Cabranes 
Chief Justice Keith M . Callow 
Chief Judge Levin H. Campbell 
Edward S.G. Dennis. Jr . 
Senator Charles E. Grassley 
Morris Harrell 
Senator Howell Heflin 
Congressman Robert W. Kastenrneier 
Judge Judith N. Keep 
Professor Rex E. Lee 
Congressman Carlos J. Moorhead 
Diana Gribbon Motz 
Judge Richard A. Posner 
As Chairman of the Federal Courts study Committee I am pleased 
to present to you our Report and Recommendations. 
This Report is the culmination of fifteen months of intensive 
review of the judicial system as required ~ he Federal Courts Study 
Act, Pub. L. No. 100-702, §§ 101-109, 102 Stat. 4644 (1988). It is 
the first such extensive study of the Federal Courts in their 200-year 
history"; and the Recommendat i ons address a broad a rray of subjects. 
Among others, we have touched on such matters as the role of the 
Federal Courts, allocation of caseloads among various fora, i mproving 
efficiency in adjudication, structural reorganization, Congressional 
relationships, administrative processes, and planning for the future. 
We have not attempted to prepare a pre-packaged legislative 
program, but rather have generally prererred to present our proposals 
in the form of concepts, which can be reduced to specifics in the 
implementation process. Our Recommendations are addressed to the 
Judiciary, Congress, Executive Departments, the research communities, 
and the bar. We hope that these Recommendations will serve as the 
basis for needed improvements in a dedicated, but overloaded judicial 
system. 
/ 
The Federal Courts have earned the confidence of the American 
public in the last 200 years, but the demands on the system in recent 
years have imposed burdens that may-no longer be ignored. We hope 
that our Report will awaken interest in measures to strengthen the 
courts and encourage consideration of matters that we were unable to 
pursue during the short life of the Committee. 
snectfully, 
. ,11e~ l 
-
April 3, 1990 
Dear Bill: 
It was thoughtful of you - as usu-
ally is true - to send me an early copy of 
the Report of the Federal Court Study Com-
mittee. You had a strong Committee, and I 
think it was fortunate to have you as its 
Director. The Report is high quality. 
It was good to see you yesterday, 
and meet that lovely little girl. Keep in 
touch. 
Sincerely, 
William K. Slate, II, Esquire 
Director, Federal Court Study Committee 
22716 United States Courthouse 
601 Market Street 




Apr i 1 4, 1990 
Dear Joe: 
I have now had an opportunity to take. a fairly 
close look at the Report ana Recommendations of your Federal 
Courts Study Committee. It i.s impr.~ssive, and reflects an 
enormous amount of tnought and work. 
You had a strong commi.ttee, and I have known and 
admired Bill Slate for many years. I am sure he was a fine 
Director. But in the end, t~e responsibility was yours. 
! :.Hn ~HH'e- yon t'\te relieved to be able to return 
full time to serving as a feder~l judge. 
Hon. Joseph F. Weis, Jr. 
Chairman 
Sincer'!ly, 
Federal Courts Study Commission 
22716 United States Courthouse 
Independence Mall West 
601 Market Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-1722 
lfp/ss 
cc: William K. Slate, II, Esquire 
- -
JOSEPH F. WEIS, JR. 
UNITED STATES CIRCUIT JUDGE 
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, 15219 
/ 
1 2 APR 1990 
April 10, 1990 
Dear Justice Powell: 
Thank you very much for your kind 
remarks. I am relieved that the Committee 
Report could be presented in time to meet the 
Congressional deadline. That achievement was 
due in no small part to Bill Slate's 
excellent management and scheduling 
abilities. 
Now that I am Chairman Emeritus, I am 
enjoying the return to reading briefs and 
writing opinions. 




Joseph F. Weis, Jr. 
v/ 
The Honorable Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 
Retired Associate Justice 
The Supreme Court of the United States 
Supreme Court Building 
Washington, D.C. 20543 
• -
April 27, 1990 
Ad Hoc Committee on Federal Habeas 
MEMO TO COMMITTEE MEMBERS: 
A member of the staff (Ms. Virginia Sloan) of 
Chairman Kastenmeier of the House Judiciary Committee called 
me today to advise that there will be a hearing before the 
Committee at 9:30 a.m., on Wednesday, May 16, on the subject 
of federal habeas corpus. 
Chairman Kastenmeier plans to propose legislation 
that will differ in some respects from that recommended by 
the Senate Judiciary Committee. I inferred that the Kasten-
meier bill also will differ from the Ad Hoc Committee's pro-
posal. The work of our Committee never seems to end. 
I have requested that a copy of the Kastenmeier 
bill be sent to the Chief Justice, each of you, Al Pearson 
and Bill Burchill. I am under the impression that it may be 




cc: The Chief Justice 
Hon. Charles Clark 
Hon. Paul H. Roney 
Hon. Barefoot Sanders 
Hon. William Terrell Hodges 
Professor Albert M. Pearson 
William R. Burchill, Jr., Esquire 
Hewitt Pate, Esquire 
• .., 
- -
Aoril ?.7, 19qo 
Dear. Chairman ~ast~nm~ier: 
I w~~ tnformea todav bv Ms. Virqinla Sloan of your 
staff that your Committee will hold a hear!nq on federal 
habeas corpu~ on WP.dnP.srlay, ~ay 16, orobablv at q:30 a.m. 
In view of the serious problem of repetitlve habeas 
corpus review, p~rttcul~rly tn capital cases, \n 1Q88 Chief 
Justice Rehnqut~t appointeo what became known as the Ad Hoc 
Corn~itte~ on F~d@r~l Haheas r.orous. t enclose a list of its 
m•mhers. Profe~sor Pearson of the University of Georqia Law 
School ser.ved as reoorter of the Committee. WiJltam R. 
Burchill, ,Jr., General ~ounse1 of the Administrative Office, 
serven ~s counqel. 
I ~s~ume that vour Committee has, or will have, the 
report and re~ommendations or the Senate Judlci~ry Committee 
on th ic; subject. Senator FHd~n introduce,1 a hi11 that di f-
fers in some major respects from our recommendation. Sena-
tor ~hurmond has introouced a bill that embodies our propos-
~1, as well as a separate bill of his own. 
My understanding is that vou would welcome testimo-
ny at the hearing on May l~. Probablv a member of our Com-
mitte~ will testify as to the need for legislation. Possi-
bly Professor Pearson also will be availa~le to testify. 
It wil1 be helpful if t .he staff of your r.:ommittee 
would send pertinent letters or other. communications as well 
as copies of any ~roposea legislation under consideration by 
your Comrnittee, directly to the members of my Committee, to 
Professor Pearqon at the Law School of the University of 
Georgia, and to William Burchill, General Counsel of the 
Adminjstrative Office. Of cour~e, the Chief Justice, who 
initi~te<l our study, should be kept advised. 
With b~~t wisheg. 
Sincerely, 
Hon. Robert w. Kastenmeier 
Chairm<"n 
Committee on the Judiciary 
2138 Rayburn HO'B 
Washington, D. c. 20515-~216 
1fp/ss 
Enc. 
cc: The Chief Justice 
, .. -
The Chief Justice 
U.S. Supreme Court 
Washington, D. C. 20543 
Hon. Charles Clark 
Chief Judge 
U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Fifth Circuit 
245 E. Capitol Street, Room 302 
Jackson, Mississippi 32901 
Hon. Paul H. Roney 
United States Court of Appeals 
for the Eleventh Circuit 
Federal Office Building 
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701 
Hon. Barefoot Sanders 
United States District Court 
Northern District of Texas 
1100 Commerce Street 
Room 15D28A 
Dallas, Texas 75242 
Hon. William Terrell Hodges 
United States District Court 
Middle District of Florida 
United States Courthouse 
Suite 108 
Tampa, Florida 33602 
Professor Albert M. Pearson 
School of Law 
University of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 30602 
William R. Burchill, Jr., Esquire 
General Counsel 
Administrative Office of the 
United States Courts 






THE CHIEF JUSTICE 
Dear Lewis, 
- -
.iup:rtmt (!Jourl 1lf l4t ~h .itaits: 
~rudpnghtn. ,. QJ. 2llffe'l-~ 
April 30, 1990 
s~ 
+z, h<_~ I I 
I see from your letter of April 27th that you or 
another member of your "ad hoc Committee" will testify 
before Bob Kastenmeier's Judiciary Subcommittee on May 16th 
about the need for reform of federal habeas review of 
capital sentencing. I am going to speak to the A.L.I. on 
the preceding day, and am devoting my entire talk to this 
subject -- whether the members of the A.L.I. like it or not! 
I will send you a copy of my remarks in advance. 
Sincerely, 
~ 
